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Overview
Students explore how the basic principles of evolution can be used to produce a better vehicle using web-based software. The program, BoxCar2D, allows the user to observe evolution in action with cars in a virtual environment and design vehicles to move over a variety of 2-dimensional landscapes. Evolution of random populations can be observed, or a hand-designed car can be combined with a population of randomly generated vehicles to evolve further. The program utilizes the basic principles of biological evolution: mutation, reproduction with recombination, and selection (moving faster and farther = higher fitness).

Objectives
Through guided exploration of the dynamics of digital evolution in BoxCar 2D, the students will gain an understanding of the following concepts:

- Evolution happens over generations in populations, not to an individual within its lifetime
- Mutations and recombination create variation.
- Although much of the variation is not helpful, some of it is – this random variation allows evolution by natural selection to solve problems in novel and efficient ways
- Evolutionary processes can be used to find innovative solutions to engineering problems

Length of lesson
1.5-2 hours (can be easily broken into two sessions)

Grade Levels
5-12; most applicable to high school

Materials
- Set of Legos or similar building blocks to make cars, with starting ramp and variable tracks if desired
- Blackboard or whiteboard
- Computers
• one for each student, or each pair of students.
• Fast enough internet connection to run the program simultaneously on all computers
• Adobe Flash software (free, downloadable)
• Introduction (presentation slides available, email royerann@msu.edu)
• Worksheets

Background
Boxcar2D can be found online at Boxcar2D.com. Developed by Ryan Weber, it uses a physics package that simulates the forces involved in driving a vehicle: the effects of gravity, friction, collisions, motor torque, and spring tension. The website gives more details than this lesson plan for those interested... to learn about the interface, check out the “FAQ” link (http://boxcar2d.com/faq.html); for details on the programming, look at “The Algorithm” link (http://boxcar2d.com/about.html).

On the homepage, you can watch a “population” evolve. Each car represents one individual in a population. Each generation these individuals move along the track, and the distance traveled is comparable to fitness. To produce the next generation, a rubric is used to select individuals from the previous generation and “mate” them - it recombines their “traits” and adds mutation to generate “offspring”. Individuals with higher fitness are more likely to be chosen as parents.

The chart on the left side of the page tracks each car’s score, or how far it went on the track (Figure 1a). (If it doesn’t appear, click the “Show” box[Figure 1b], which appears as “Hide” when the scores are visible.) As more generations pass, two lines will appear in the right-hand corner above the track: the red line is the highest-performing individual, and the black line is the population mean performance (Figure 1c).

To design a car, click on the “Designer” link at the top of the page. The designer page is fairly intuitive; click and drag the triangles (Figure 2a) to change the car design. Color is purely aesthetic, but helps to see exactly what is changing; click on the black boxes to change color. You can manipulate the car body (8 parts, change color, angle, and size of each part) and the wheels (number (0-8), attachment point, and size of each wheel.)

Once you’ve designed one you like, you can copy it into the program. On the design page, click “copy to clipboard,” (Figure 2b) then when you’re on the main page where it runs the course, click “Input Seed/Choose Terrain” (Figure 1d). This pops a box up (Figure 3)– it may not be obvious, just a thin black line around the middle of the screen, over where the track appears. Click in the box, you’ll see a cursor. Then hit control V to paste your creation – you’ll see a bunch of code appear. Now if you hit “input seed car” (Figure 3a) it will start running your creation along with a random assortment of other vehicles – the “population” your car is in.
Figure 1. BoxCar2D’s main page

Figure 2. The “Designer” page on BoxCar2D
Figure 3. The “Input Seed” box on BoxCar2D

You can save a car by copying and pasting the code into a document on your hard drive; this can later be pasted back into the BoxCar program.

It’s possible to copy a single car generated by the program, to be pasted into the Designer page and tweaked or put into a new random population on a different track; highlight the row on the performance table corresponding to that car, click “copy selected,” and paste where desired. To transfer an entire population from one track into another, click “Input Seed/Terrain,” change the track, and then click cancel.

Other things you can manipulate in the program:

**Population size:** (Figure 3c) minimum 2, no max. Larger populations produce more variation on which natural selection can operate, but it takes longer for beneficial mutations to take over.

**Track:** (Figure 3d) choose from 10 tracks or let program choose randomly

**Mutation rate:** (Figure 1f) a percentage, from 0-100, of how many random variables will change each generation. The higher the mutation rate, the more random variation is introduced – if it is too low, adaptation is limited by a shortage of variation; if it is too high, mutation may eliminate adaptations before they can be established.
Getting Started:
For the basic lesson plan, use the default population size (20) and mutation rate (5) to keep the focus on adaptation to different tracks. Lessons manipulating the other variables are described briefly in the extensions.

**Disclaimer:** The following information is for instructors who want a deeper understanding of how the program works, but this level of understanding is not necessary in order to have a good classroom experience.

The program is written using a “genetic algorithm.” The information describing each car is organized into a “chromosome” – a string of code with a “gene”, or section, for each variable (including orientation and size of each car section; attachment point, angle, and radius of each wheel - for an example of a section of the chromosome, see Figure 4). Each “gene” has an inherent color – there is no extra “color gene.” There are a total of up to 40 genes (lower if wheel number is constrained).

![Figure 4. A depiction of a portion of the BoxCar chromosome](image)

The program includes both sources of variation that can fuel evolution: mutation and recombination. Variation is created by mutation, to a user-determined percentage of genes, and/or through recombination between the two selected parents. Recombination happens through a crossing-over process roughly analogous to the biological process in Meiosis I (for students with a deeper understanding of meiosis, similarities are limited by BoxCar2D organisms being essentially haploid – having only one copy of the chromosome.) The program is set to use two-point crossover, which means for each generation one section of the chromosome will be swapped between the parents.

There are two methods (Roulette Wheel and Tournament) that translate fitness (distance travelled along the track) into actual matings and therefore reproductive success. Tournament is recommended for optimal evolution because it is slightly more random, maintaining more variation for long-term evolution. Details of how the methods work are available online.

**Activities**

This lesson uses engineering to show how evolutionary processes can lead to better vehicle performance. Start by setting up a track that Lego cars can run on with a measuring tape next to it on the floor. Challenge the students to build a car that can run the farthest. Give them 30 minutes to build, trial, and rebuild. Be sure each student gets to run their car at least twice (including one rebuild). Then ask them to share what features they included/changed and why - what their process was.
After the discussion of the Lego exercise wraps up, ask the students how, instead of the more traditional design approach, they could use what we’ve been learning about evolution to build a better car. Start by brainstorming what is necessary for evolution to happen. The basics:

- Variation
- Some of the variation is passed on to offspring
- Differences in performance connected to that variation

Some other useful things to come up with:

- Evolution happens in populations
- Mutation is the ultimate source of variation
- Crossing over creates variation through making new combinations

Then ask them to come up with analogs of these processes in their Lego cars. They could think of all the cars they made as a population. What would a “mutation” be? What would “crossing over” look like in Lego cars? How would you measure their “fitness”? This discussion should be guided to hit the key points listed above, but don’t stifle interesting discussion of solutions other than the ones BoxCar2D uses.

Finally, ask them how long they think it would take to do this with Legos. (They should say a long time!) Can they think of a faster way to do it? BoxCar2D!

BoxCar2D
Start out with an introduction of the basics of the program described above. Emphasize how the program handles a population, mutation, crossing over, and fitness – contribution to the next generation. (For more background information on evolution, visit http://evolution.berkeley.edu/; for the basics of genetics, check out http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/.)

Choose two very different tracks from those available on the website. Assign half of the students to each track and start them out watching a random population evolve. They should fill out the first worksheet with observations. EMPHASIZE THAT THIS POPULATION NEEDS TO BE UP AND RUNNING FOR THE REST OF THE CLASS- DON’T TOUCH THAT SCREEN!! Five minutes is long enough for this step.

Once they have an understanding of how the populations run and what natural selection from random variation looks like, have them open a new window (NOT a new tab – BoxCar only runs in active tabs, so you have to keep the first population open in its own window to continue its evolution). Introduce them to the “Designer” page and show them how to paste the car into a population. Give them 15 minutes to design a car they think would run well on the same track they’ve been using, doing as many trial runs as they want. Discourage them from clicking on the “Best Cars” link – encourage them to come up with something on their own, which may be more creative and better than the current fad on the website!
Once they've completed their cars, have them sketch it on their worksheet (and save the code in a Word file, if you want to use it later).

Then have them input the car into the program, record the performance score, and let it evolve. They should use the second worksheet to record observations.

Let the program run for as long you can, and then have the students sketch their best-running car at the end of evolution. (The highest-performing vehicle from the last generation will always be the first to run each generation).

After they've had time to watch the hand-designed cars evolve (timing depends on your schedule and the interest level of the class), keep the hand-designed population evolving but turn their attention to the original, random-evolved population. Divide a blackboard into two sides for each track, and have the students draw their best random-evolved car along with its “fitness” (distance traveled) on the board. Discuss. Emphasize that each run of BoxCar in a different window is like a completely independent population.

- Are there trends that arise through the replication – is there one or are there several “types” that seem to be generally successful?
- How about across track types – what traits make cars successful on track #1? What traits make cars successful on track #2? How are they the same or different?
- Do you think the information you got from the evolving population could help you hand-design a better car?
- Can you think of similar traits in nature – ways that evolution has solved the same problem in similar, or very different, ways several times? (If they need to be led, talk about locomotion – swimming, running, flying.) Be sure to specifically use the word convergence.

Let them explore different tracks, while keeping their hand-designed population running undisturbed on an open window. When you have 20-30 minutes left, have them return to hand-designed populations and discuss.

- Can they see the influence of any of their individual cars?
- When you saw mutations happen in the first generations, were most of them improvements on your model? (In biological evolution, most mutations have negative effects).
- How were the final best cars similar to and different from their original designs?
- Did this population come to a similar best-model as the ones started with lots of random variation?
- What do they think might be the fastest way to get the best model?
• What does this tell us about speciation? If you have the same ancestors but very different selection pressure, what happens? Would you call the final population from these two different tracks different “species”?

Finally, introduce them to the competition on the website, showing them pictures of highly successful cars that have been designed and/or evolved. Let them explore whatever they’re interested in for the remaining time.

**Resources**
Email royerann@msu.edu for pdfs of the introduction slides and worksheets; see www.BoxCar2D.com for more information about the program. The developer occasionally updates it with new features.

**Extensions (the tip of the iceberg)**

- Exploring the effects of population size and mutation rate: have students develop hypotheses and predictions about how these factors will affect evolution, then divide them into high/low groups (or assign a range of values to describe a curve) to test their ideas.

- Evolutionary trees: For a longer-running project, have students create their own phylogenetic tree in BoxCar2D: they can let populations run for anything from an hour to a day, copy the best-performing car and move it into multiple different environments (on separate open windows). By saving the code at the time the car was moved, the best-performing car at each node of their phylogeny can be recreated on the Designer page; students could then display phylogenies beside environmental variables, or test their ability to recreate phylogenies correctly from “fossils” – images of cars out of context.

- Invasiveness: do some tracks (environments) shape the evolution of cars that perform better over multiple tracks? Have the students make predictions about how populations well-adapted to a pair of tracks would perform on the alternate track, and then test them.

- Student-guided inquiry: put the students in groups and let them come up with their own questions. These could include any of those mentioned above; a few additional ideas include looking for convergence in populations evolved first on different tracks and then transplanted to the same track, comparing the performance of populations that started with designed cars to completely random ones, transplanting populations adapted to different tracks to see if some tracks make populations “pre-adapted” for others... the possibilities are endless. Emphasize running multiple populations in parallel as replication; this allows students who are familiar with simple statistics to use t-tests on distance traveled to empirically test their predictions.